Tumor deposits: Prognostic significance in gastric cancer patients.
Tumor deposits (TDs) are defined as satellite peritumoral nodules in the peritumoral adipose tissue of a primary carcinoma without histologic evidence of residual lymph node in the nodule. We aimed to investigate the relation between TDs and clinicopathological characteristics of gastric cancer and to evaluate the effect of TDs on prognosis. One hundred and seven non-metastatic gastric cancer patients were enrolled. The relationships between positive and negative TDs with respect to clinicopathological characteristics, as well as disease free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS), were analyzed. TDs were detected in 28 patients (26.2%). Advanced pT stage and pN stage were significantly higher in TDs-positive compared to TDs-negative patients (p=0.015 and p=0.037, respectively). No significant differences were identified between the groups in other clinicopathological variables such as gender, lymphovascular and perineural invasion. Recurrence and mortality rates were higher in the TDs-positive patients during follow-up of both groups (22/78.6% vs 38/48.1%, p=0.010 for relapse; 20/71.4% vs 3/38%, p=0.005 for mortality). The univariate analysis demonstrated shorter DFS and OS for TDs-positive compared to TDs-negative patients. In multivariate analysis, TDs-positive patients had 1.75-fold higher likelihood to develop recurrence, while the likelihood of death increased 1.99-fold (p=0.041 and p=0.020, respectively). TDs-positive gastric cancers demonstrate a more aggressive clinical course compared to TDs-negative. More effective treatment methods should be necessary for management of this subgroup of gastric cancer.